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A harmonious colouring of a simple graph G is a proper vertex colouring such that each
pair of colours appears together on at most one edge. The harmonious chromatic number
h(G) is the least number of colours in such a colouring.
For any positive integer m, let Q(m) be the least positive integer k such that (*) S: m. We
show that for almost all unlabelled, unrooted trees T, h(T) = Q(m), where m is the number
of edges of T.
1. Introduction
A harmonious colouring of a simple graph G is a proper vertex colouring such that each
pair of colours appears together on at most one edge. Formally, a harmonious colouring
is a function c from a colour set C to the set V(G) of vertices of G such that for any
edge e of G, with endpoints x, y say, c(x) ^
 c(y), and for any pair of distinct edges
e, e', with endpoints x, y and x', y', respectively, then {c(x), c(y)} =^= {c(x'), c(y')}. The
harmonious chromatic number h(G) is the least number of colours in such a colouring. A
survey on harmonious colourings is given by B. Wilson [14]. In this paper we consider
the harmonious chromatic number of trees. First we give a definition.
Definition. Let m be a positive integer. Then we define Q(m) to be the least positive
integer k such that (*) > m. It is easily calculated that
Q(m) = 1^
If T is any tree with m edges, it is immediate that the harmonious chromatic number
of T is at least Q{m). (Indeed the same is true for any graph.) It is shown in [2] that the
general problem of determining whether h{T) = Q(m) for a tree T is NP-complete, so
we cannot expect to find a nice characterization of those trees T for which h(T) = Q{m).
Nevertheless, we will show that almost all trees have this property, in the normal sense
that the proportion of trees on n vertices with the property tends to 1 as n tends to
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infinity. We refer here to trees in the usual graph theoretic sense, that is unlabelled and
unrooted trees.
In outline, we proceed as follows. We take d to be a fixed positive integer, and let
T be a tree with m edges and maximum degree at most d. It was shown in [1] that
h{J) = Q(m) + o(ml/2). Here we show that for any positive e, there is an integer N(d,e)
such that if T is any tree with n vertices (and so m — n — 1 edges), at least en of which are
leaves, and n > N(d,e), then h(T) = Q(m). We then use a slight modification of this result
to show that h(T) = Q(m) for almost all trees, a result that was essentially conjectured by
Frank, Harary and Plantholt [3].
We will need the following definition.
Definition. A partial harmonious colouring of a graph G is a colouring of a subset of the
vertices of G that is harmonious on the graph induced by the coloured vertices and such
that no uncoloured vertex has two or more coloured neighbours with the same colour.
2. Trees with many leaves
We consider, for some fixed d and e, trees that have maximum degree at most d, and
whose leaves form a proportion at least e of the vertex set. We will show that such a tree
satisfies h(T) = Q(m) provided it is sufficiently large.
The idea of the proof is as follows: start with Q(m) colours, giving (Q^) colour pairs
each of which can occur at most once on an edge of the tree. We note that if instead of a
tree T we had a forest F consisting of r disjoint copies of a forest with 2r + 1 edges, we
could easily colour F in a highly symmetrical way. Now by removing a small proportion
(i.e. much smaller than 6) of the vertices of T, we can split it up to form a forest consisting
of a number of copies of a smaller forest. We then remove the leaves. We are then left
again with a forest consisting of a number of copies of a smaller forest. We colour this
in a highly symmetrical way using less than Q{m) colours. We then have to colour the
vertices originally removed; this process to some extent destroys the symmetry. However,
sufficient structure remains, both in the colouring and in the set of unused colour pairs,
for it to be possible to colour the leaves using only the remaining colour pairs.
Theorem 2.1. Let d be a positive integer and let e > 0. Then there exists an integer
N = N(d, e) such that if T is any tree with n> N vertices (and m = n — 1 edges), maximum
degree of T at most d and at least en leaves, then T satisfies
Proof. Suppose that T is a tree with n vertices and at least en leaves, and that the
maximum degree if T is at most d. Let C be the least integer such that (^) > n — 1, the
number of edges of T, so that C = T±(l + y/Sn - 7)1. Then
C-3 n C+l
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Now let t] be a constant depending on e, to be chosen later. By removing a set S of
at most rjn vertices of T we can split T up into components each of size at most c{r\),
where c{r\) is a constant depending only on r\. (See for example Corollary 3.7 of [1].) Now
consider T — S. This consists of a forest each component of which is a tree of size at most
c(rj). Let C = C(l — a), where a is chosen so that C is odd and
I5d2(4dr])l2 > a > 14d2(4<fy)J.
We will classify the components of T—S as follows. Call a leaf of one of these components
special if (i) it is a leaf of the original tree T, and (ii) it is at distance at least 4 in T
from any element of S. The components are classified first according to isomorphism
type; then each isomorphism type is further classified according to which of its leaves are
special. It is clear that in this way each of the components of T — S may be assigned to
one of a finite number, say P, of classes. Now we ensure that the number of components
of T — S in each class is a multiple of C, by discarding at most C — 1 of each class if
necessary and adding the vertices of these to S. Note that any special leaf in the remaining
components remains special when this is done. The number of vertices added to S is at
most c(t])PC. The size of S is now at most t]ti + c{r\)PC, which is less than 2rjn provided
n is large enough. Let <j> = \S\ /n. Then </> < 2tj. Now T — S consists of C copies of a
forest. Furthermore, if a vertex v in one copy is a special leaf, the corresponding vertex
in each of the other copies is also a special leaf. Let \p = 2<j)d, then the total degree of
the vertices in S is at most ipn. (Note that we could take xp = (j>d here, but for a technical
reason it is convenient to take xp — 2<pd.) Note that xp < 4drj and hence a. > I4d2\p^2.
The number of vertices of T that are at distance at most 3 in T from an element of S
is at most n((f> + ip(l +d + d2)), so T — S contains at least (e — (<t> + \p(l + d + d2)))n special
leaves. We will choose r\ small enough so that this is at least (l/2)en. Let the number of
special leaves be fin, so f$ > (l/2)e. We now delete these special leaves, to form a new
forest F that consists of C copies of a forest F'. We refer to these leaves below as the
deleted special leaves. Now let the number of edges of F be kC. Then k satisfies
(1 -p)n >kC>(l-\p-P)n - 1,
so
Note that the number of edges in F' is k. Now since
C-3 n C+l
< <2(1-a) ~ C ~ 2 (1 -a ) '
we have
C 3 n_ C 1
2(1 - a)2 2(1 - a) ~ C ~ 2(1 - a)2 2(1 - a)'
Hence
<• - » Go?* + iiibj) * '£ (1 - * ~ » ( r a " 5<rb)) - '•
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Define t by setting
fc = i ( C ' - l ) - t C ' = i ( l 2 0 C .
Substituting k = (1/2)(1 — 2t)C — 1/2 above and rearranging, we obtain
from which
P + v> - 2<x(l - £ - \p) + O(-) + 0(<x2) >2t>P + 2a(l - P) + 0(—) + 0(a2) .
Now since \p = 0(a2) and 1 — /? > 0, it follows that for any £ > 0, we can ensure that
P > 2t> P — £, provided that r\ (and hence a, <j> and y;) is small enough, and n (and hence
C) is large enough.
Now colour F' as follows: label the edges of F' with the integers tC'+1,..., (1/2)(C-1),
in some order. Then colour the vertices of F' with colours from 0,..., C—1 so that for any
edge, the difference \c\ — C-L\ between the colours c\,ci of the endpoints equals the label.
(This is easily done.) Then, to colour F, colour the first copy of F' as described, and for
i > 2, colour copy i by adding (modulo C) i— 1 to the colour of the corresponding vertex
in copy 1. Note that the C copies of a given vertex of F' receive the colours 0,..., C — 1
in F, and that the colour pairs i, j that are used in this colouring are precisely those for
which the cyclic difference between i and j is in the set {tC + 1,..., (1/2)(C — 1)}. Hence
the pairs still unused are those with difference in the set {l , . . . , tC}. Furthermore, the
number of deleted special leaves adjacent to a vertex of colour i is the same for all i, and
is pn/O = yC say. Then, provided that a is sufficiently small and n is large enough, we
can ensure that 2y > /? > 2y — £,, and hence y > t > y — <!;.
Define the graph U* on vertices {0,..., C — 1} by joining a pair of vertices (colours) if
this pair of colours has not been used in colouring F. We will refer to U* again later.
Now we colour the set S. (This procedure is similar to that described in Theorem 3.5
of [1].) This may involve changing the colours of some vertices from T — S. Set
N(S) = {v\(v, X)GE for some x € S} - S
N2(S) = {v\(v,x) e E for some x e N(S)} - (S U N{S)).
Note that \N(S)\ < \pn, and |N2(S)| <(d- l)\N(S)\ < dxpn.
There are three stages in colouring S.
Stage 1: We ensure that no colour occurs more than [t/;I/2«^2] times on N2(S), as
follows: if colour c occurs more than [tp'^n1/2] times, pick [ip1/2n1'/2] of the vertices with
colour c and recolour them with a new colour not previously used for any vertex. Repeat
this until no colour occurs more than [i/)1/7«1/'2l times. Now since each new colour occurs
exactly [v;1/2n1/2] times, and |N2(S)| < dxpn, we have used at most dxpl/2nx/2 new colours.
Stage 2: We now discard the colours of N(S), and recolour the vertices of S U N(S). To
do this we consider just the forest induced by the vertices of S U N(S) and ignore the rest
of the tree.
It was shown in [1] that a tree with m edges and maximum degree at most d can be
given a harmonious colouring with at most 2(2m)lf2 + d colours, such that for each colour
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used, the total degree of the vertices receiving that colour is at most (2m)1/2 + d. Hence
we can colour S U N(S) with at most 2(2(0 + xp)n)l/2 + d < 4y>1/2ni/2 + d new colours,
and for each colour the degree sum of the vertices with that colour does not exceed
(2((/> + xp)n)1/2 +d< 2tp1/2n1/2 + d.
We now again discard the colours of N(S). (The reason for colouring S U N(S) rather
than just S above was to ensure that no vertex of N(S) has two neighbours that receive
the same colour. Thus we still have a partial harmonious colouring.)
Stage 3: Now recolour N(S) with new colours not previously used.
We colour N(S) sequentially. Order the vertices arbitrarily. We ensure that no colour set
on N{S) ever has size > \\pll2nxl2~\. Thus when we colour an element v G N(S) some
colours are unavailable.
(a) The colours on the coloured neighbours of v are unavailable. This excludes at most d
colours.
(b) If w e N2(S) U N(S) is adjacent to v and is already coloured, and w' e N2(S) U N(S)
is the same colour as w, we cannot use the colour of any neighbour of w'. There are
at most d choices for w, then at most [i/;1/2?!1/2] for w', and then at most d for a
neighbour of w'. Hence this excludes at most d2 \\p1/2nl/2~\ colours.
(c) If w e S is adjacent to v and is already coloured, and w' € S is the same colour as w,
we cannot use the colour of any neighbour of w'. There are at most d choices for w,
and for each, the total degree of the vertices of S with the same colour as w is at most
2i|)1/2ni/2 _|_ ^ s o t n j s e x c i U ( } e s a t most 2d\pl/2nl/2 + d2 colours.
(d) We must ensure that no uncoloured vertex in N(S) and no vertex in S gets two
neighbours in N(S) of the same colour. This excludes at most d(d — 1) colours.
(e) We must exclude any colour that has already occurred [v1/2n1/2] times on N{S); there
are at most | N(S)\ / |V/ 2n1 / 2] such colours. So we exclude at most i/)1/2n1/2.
Hence in total at most d + d2 \xpll2nll2} +2dipV2ni'2+ d2+ d{d- 1) +
 v
1 / 2n1 / 2 colours are
excluded, so we can colour N{S) with at most d2 \xp^2n1/2) +2d\p^2ni/2+2d2+\pl/2n1/2 + l
colours.
The three stages together introduce at most
d2 [V1/2n1/2] + 3 V / 2 » I / 2 + 2d2 + 5V1/2n'/2 + d + 1
new colours in total, so we have still used at most C in total. We may also have changed
the colour of elements of N{S) and N2(S), of which there are at most dipn. Note, however,
that the colours of all vertices adjacent to a special leaf remain unchanged, since by the
definition of a special leaf such vertices are at distance at least 3 from any element of S,
so are not in S U N(S) U N2(S). For each new colour, the total degree of the vertices with
that colour is at most max(2y>1/2n1/2 + d,d |y/2n1/2"|) < 3<V/2"1/2 ^ 3<V/2(C + l)/yjl.
For each colour x in {C, . . . , C — 1}, we pick a vertex vx of F' that is adjacent to at least
one deleted special leaf. It is easy to ensure that these vertices are pairwise non-adjacent,
provided a is small enough. Now for each x, there is a copy of vx in each of the C copies
of F' that form F. For each x, choose a subset Sx of these copies of vx so that the number
of deleted special leaves adjacent to some element of Sx is at most yC and at least yC—d.
Recolour the elements of Sx with colour x.
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Now for each colour c € {0,...,C — 1}, we know that before this recolouring there
were exactly yC deleted special leaves adjacent to some vertex of colour c; denote by
Re the set of vertices of colour c that were adjacent to a deleted special leaf. For any
x, c, at most one element of Sx can be an element of Re, because prior to recolouring the
elements of Sx had distinct colours, while those of Re all had colour c. Thus altogether at
most u.C elements of Re are recoloured, and these have total degree at most daC. Thus
the number of deleted special leaves adjacent to some vertex of colour c is still at least
yC — daC = (y — da/(\ — <x))C. Let the number of deleted special leaves adjacent to some
vertex of colour i be r,. From above, each r, satisfies yC — daC < r, < yC. Now consider
the set of pairs of colours that still do not occur on any edge. Define a graph U on vertex
set V = {0,..., C — 1} as follows: join a pair of vertices (colours) c\, cj if and only if there
is so far no edge of T with endpoints coloured c\ and cj. Note that each of the 'extra'
colours C,..., C — 1 has been used on vertices with total degree at most 3dip1^2n1^2 + yC,
hence provided xp, a and y are small enough, each such colour will be joined in U to at
least C/2 colours in {0,...,C — 1}. Then by Lemma 2.2 we can complete the colouring
of T with C colours if and only if
for every set X £ { 0,..., C - 1}, ^ rf <
where Px is the number of edges of U with at least one endpoint in X. We will show that
this is indeed so.
There are two cases:
Case (i): \X\ < (1 - t)C. Let Y = I n { 0 C ' - l ) and Z = ATi {C',...,C - 1}. Let
QY be the set of edges of U that have both endpoints in {0,..., C — 1} and at least one
endpoint in Y.
Now recall the graph U' defined earlier, with vertex set {0,..., C" — 1} and vertices c\, C2
joined in U* if and only if the pair of colours c\,C2 did not appear on any edge in the
colouring of F. The changes to the colouring made after colouring F do not cause any
vertex to be coloured (or recoloured) with a colour from {0,...,C — 1}, so every edge of
U' is also an edge of U. Thus if Py' is the set of edges of U* with at least one endpoint
in Y, then |Qy| > |Py*|. Now if we can show that
\Y\yC'<\PY'\,
we have
= \Y\yC' + \Z\yC
< \P*\ + \Z\
since there are at least \Z\ C/2 edges in Px that have an endpoint in Z and so are not
in QY.
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Hence it suffices to show that for all Y c { 0,..., C - 1} with | Y \ < (1 - t)C, we have
\Y\yC'<\PY'\.
There are two subcases:
Subcase (a): \Y\ < tC. Then
> \Y\{2tC'-^tC')>\Y\yC
provided that 3t/2 > y, which is true if (l/2)t > £. We can choose t, such that this is so.
Subcase (b): tC < \Y\ < (1 - t)C. By Lemma 2.3, we have
(tC)2
\PY'\>\Y\tC'+K-^-.
To ensure that this is at least \Y\yC',v/e need
\Y\yC <\Y\tC •
\Y\{y-t)<
4
This will be true if
(t2C)
4
Now since \Y\ < C'(l — t) and (y - t) < ^, it suffices that
or
Since ^ and t are chosen independently, this can clearly be achieved.
Case (ii): \X\ > C'(l - t). Let W = {0,..., C - 1} - X, so that
Then P^ consists of all the edges of U except those with both ends in W. Certainly
ri<\Pv\=\E(U)\,
since the left-hand side is the number of edges with one end still uncoloured, and the
right-hand side is the number of unused pairs of colours. Hence
- Y ri
iew
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Hence we have
provided that
which is true if
C
or if
— a./
Since t < y, this is true provided y > (2d + l)(a/(l - a)). But y > yS/2 > e/4 while
a < \5d2(4dn)ll2, so this is true provided n is small enough. D
Remark. The proof of the theorem contains a number of inequalities that must be
satisfied, and which relate the quantities s, r\, a, ft, y, 4>, V, £ and t. We must choose n
sufficiently small, relative to e, to allow all the other quantities to be chosen to satisfy
the constraints. Note, however, that each of the inequalities is implied by one or more
inequalities of the form x < yk/P(d), where k is an integer, and P a polynomial with
positive coefficients, and x and y are two of the small quantities listed above. It follows
that n need be chosen no smaller than ^/P(d) for some fixed k and P.
Theorem 2.1 applies in particular to complete r-ary trees on a certain number of levels -
a case that has been considered by several authors [7, 9, 10]. For any r > 2, we have that
any complete r-ary tree with sufficiently many levels satisfies h(T) = Q(m). We have not
investigated exactly how many levels are needed for this to be true.
Lemmas
We now give the three lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. For any subsets X, Y
of the vertices of a graph G, denote by E(X) the set of edges in G that join two vertices
in X, and by E(X, Y) the set of edges that join a vertex in X and a vertex in Y.
Lemma 2.1. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, and for each v e V, let a(v) be a
non-negative integer. Then it is possible to orient the edges of G so that for each v S V, the
outdegree d+(v) is at least a(v), if and only if
> v - x)\ for each x^V-
xex
Proof. A proof is given in [2]. •
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that we have a graph consisting of C subgraphs, Si,...,Sc where,
for i = l,...,C, Si is a collection of disjoint stars, with all the centres coloured i, and r,
other vertices (leaves). Suppose also that we have a set P of unordered pairs of the colours
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{1, . . . , C}. Then the graph can be harmoniously coloured with the colours {1 , . . . , C}, without
changing the colours of the centres, and such that the pair of colours on the endpoints of
each edge is an element of P, if and only if
for every set S £ {1,...,C},2J n <\PS\,
where Ps is the subset of pairs in P that contain at least one element of S.
Proof. (Only if) This is trivial.
(If) We use Lemma 2.1. Let G be the graph on C vertices 1,...,C obtained by joining
vertex i to vertex j if and only if (1,7) e P . Let a(i) = r,-. By Lemma 2.1, if
-\E(S,{l,...,C}-S)\
for each S s { l , . . . , C } , we can orient the edges of G so that for each i, the out-degree of
vertex i is at least r,. But we know that for each S £ {1 , . . . , C},
and clearly \PS\ = \E(S)\ + \E(S,{1,...,C) - S ) \ .
Hence G can be oriented so that for each j , the out-degree of vertex i is at least r,-. So
we can choose r* out-neighbours of i and colour the leaves of S, with these colours. It is
clear that a harmonious colouring of the required type results. D
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a graph on vertex set V = {0 , . . . , n — 1} with vertices i,j joined
if and only if (j — i) mod n e {—k,...,—l,l,...,k}, where n > 2k + 1. Let S £ V with
k < \S\ < n — k, and let Ps be the set of edges with at least one endpoint in the set S. Then
\Ps\>\S\k + j .
Proof. First orient the edges of G as follows: edge (i,j) is oriented from i to j if
(j — i) mod n e {l,...,k}. Define the fc-section of V starting at i, Qt, to be the set
{i,..., i + k — 1}. Let T = V — S. There are two cases.
Case (i): First suppose that for some 1, Q, contains at least 3/c/4 elements of T. Then
consider the first k elements of S starting at i and working in the forward direction. Let
these vertices form a set R. There are k2 edges oriented into an element of R. Of these, at
most (*) originate from some element of R. Of the remainder, any which originate in S
must end at an element of (?,-, hence, since the number of elements of R in Q, is at most
k/4, there are at most /c2/4 of these. Hence there are at least k2/4 that start at a vertex
outside S. To these can be added the \S\ k edges oriented away from S to give the desired
lower bound for |Pj | .
Case (ii): Now we must suppose that each Q, contains at most 3fc/4 elements of T, and
hence at least k/4 elements of 5. But then we can find, as before, \S\k edges oriented
away from S. In addition, there are at least k elements of T, and the /c-section starting
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at each contains at least /c/4 elements of S. This gives at least a further k2/4 members of
Ps, and completes the proof. •
Remark. The conclusion of Lemma 2.3 can be strengthened [8] to
which is the best possible.
3. Random trees
In this section we use a slightly modified form of Theorem 2.1 to show that almost all
trees T satisfy h(T) = Q(m). More precisely, we show that the proportion of all trees on
n vertices for which the equality holds tends to 1 as n tends to infinity. First we need to
establish some properties of random trees.
Lemma 3.1. Almost all trees on n vertices have at least n/4 leaves.
Proof. This follows immediately from the work of Robinson and Schwenk [12], who
prove that the number of leaves in a random (unlabelled, unrooted) tree has mean about
(0.438)n and variance about (0.192)n. •
Lemma 3.2. Almost all trees on n vertices have maximum degree at most KQ log n,for some
constant Ko > 0.
Proof. First consider, for each n > 0, the set of rooted forests with n edges and no isolated
vertices, so that each component has at least 1 edge and a vertex that is distinguished as
its root. (For n = 0 we allow the empty forest with no vertices.) Let the number of such
forests be Fn, and let
00
F(x) = £ Fnx".
n=0
Now let tn be the number of rooted trees with n > 1 edges, and let
00
Then clearly tn = Tn+\, where Tn is the number of rooted trees on n vertices.
Now let Z(Sk) be the cycle index of the symmetric group S&. Z(SJO is a polynomial in
fe variables si,..., Sk- Z(So) is taken to be 1, and in general the cycle index of a symmetric
group may be determined by the recurrence (see for example [5], page 36)
k=l
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It now follows easily from Polya's theorem that
00
Z(Sk;t{x)),
fc=O
where Z(Sk', T(x)) is obtained from Z(Su) by substituting s,- = T(x'), for each i. Now from
the identity (see for example [5], page 52)
00 / CO \
k=0 \k=l )
where p(x) is any power series, it follows that
\/c=l /
We will use the following notation: if p(x) is any power series, we will denote by [x"]p(x)
the coefficient of x" in p(x).
Now consider J2h=i f(xk)/k. From Otter's theorem [11], we know that Tn ~ Kin~3/2p-"
for some constant Ki > 0, where p « 0.338, so it follows that for some constant K2 > 0,
Tn < K2n-i/2p~n for all n > 1. Now [xn] J]"= 1 T(xk)/k is Yl=\ {l/k)Tn/k (take tr = 0 if
r is not an integer), and
*=i k
Now if 1 < k < n, then n/k <n — k + l, hence
-fc+iE ^
)t=i k=i
-k+l
n3/2
for some integer constant K3 > 0. Hence we have, for all n > 0,
)
( c = l n = l ^
Since both sides of this inequality are non-negative, it follows that, for all n > 0,
( 00 \
> i I A ) / K I ^ IX I C X p i — A . 3 I O S I I — — I I — \X 111 — — I
U ) p
 P
But the left-hand side above is just [x"]F(x), which is Fn, so
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n=0
n+K3-l\ „
Hence Fn < AnKi~l p~n for some constant A > 0.
Now let Fn' be the number of rooted forests with no isolated vertices, and at most n
edges, so that
n
Fn' = ^ Ft
i=0
n
< y^AiK3~lp~'
1=0
< BnK3p~n
for some constant B > 0.
Consider now the set of all unrooted trees on n vertices with at least one vertex of
degree greater than Ko log n. In each tree, choose one such vertex v, and delete v and its
incident edges, and any isolated vertices that result. Also designate each of the remaining
neighbours of v as the root of its component. In this way we obtain a rooted forest with
no isolated edges and at most n — I — KQ log n edges. Further, this construction is clearly
reversible, since to recover the original tree we simply add a new vertex v, join it to each
root, and add new vertices joined to v to ensure that the tree has n vertices. Hence the
number of trees on n vertices with a vertex of degree greater than Ko log n is at most
17• D/*» 1 f l / - » r » M \ ^ 3 *-»—("—1—^0 1^81)
r„ i is i_g „ ^ Dyrl — 1 — -*»-0 1*^ © •'/ P
But Otter [11] proved that the number of trees on n vertices is at least K4«"5/2p~'1 for
some constant K4 > 0. Hence the proportion of these that have a vertex of degree greater
than Ko log n is at most
"1 < BJ^n^3n5/2n-K0log(l/p))
K4
which tends to 0 as n tends to infinity, provided we set Ko = K3 + 3 for example. •
Remark. Lemma 3.2 also follows from a recent theorem of Goh and Schmutz [4], who
show that the maximum degree of a random tree is typically about c\ log n, where c\ is
about 0.9227.
Lemma 3.3. Let k be a positive integer. Then there is a constant bk such that the expected
total degree of the vertices of degree at least k in a random tree on n vertices is less than
2bkn provided n is large enough. Furthermore, provided k is large enough, bk < lkpk/(\—p)2.
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Proof. Let ak(n) be the expected proportion of vertices in a tree on n vertices that have
degree k. It was shown by Robinson and Schwenk [12] that ak(n) converges to a constant
ak as n tends to infinity. They also established (equation 32) that
'k-i;T(p))\.
K i=2 /
Here T(x) = £ n a l Tnx" and D{k)(x) = £ n 2 l D^'x", where Tn is the number of rooted
trees on n vertices, and D^ is the total number of vertices of degree k (excluding the root
in the case k = 1) in all planted trees with n vertices in addition to the root. Also, as in
Lemma 3.2, p « 0.338 is the radius of convergence of T (and D), and b is a constant
about 2.68. Now let Bk(n) be the expected total degree of all vertices of degree at least k
in a tree on n vertices, and let bk(n) = Bk(n)/n. Then clearly
Also, it is clear that bi(n) = 2 - 2/n. Now let
bk = 5 3 ia'-
It is shown by Schwenk [13] that provided k is large enough, ak < lpk. Hence, if k is large
enough, we have
V = /i P M^kPk~l ~(k- l)pk) <
The result will now follow if we can show that bk(n) —> bk as n —> 00. Now
A c — 1 k-\
bk-bk(n) = 6 i - J 3 ia<-6i(n) + 53 "»•(«)
1=1 1=1
= fti - 2 + 2/n +
1=1
which converges to b\ — 2. Thus it suffices to show that bi = 2. To see this, we note first
that Robinson and Schwenk [12] showed (equation 36) that
n(k)( , _
Hence we have
D«(x)(l - T(x)) = T(x)
Multiplying both sides of this equation by k and summing, we obtain
(1 - T(x)) 5 3 «>W(x) = T(x) 5 3 fe 5 3 D«(x') + 5 3 fcxZ(Sk_,; T(x)).
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But
^2 = ] T (2n - l)Tnxn = 2xT\x) - T(x).
k^l n £ l
Thus we have
T(x) J2 * £ D(V) + J2 kxZ(Sk-uT(x)) = 2xT'(x)(l - T(x)) -
Now let x - • p~, and use the fact that T(p) = 1 and l i m ^ - T'(x)(l - T(x)) =
(see, for example, [5], equation (9.5.13), page 211, and equation (9.5.24), page 212), to
obtain
Y, fc($><V) + pz(s*_i;r(p))) =Pb\
k>\ V i2:2 /
from which
=
 2
'
as required. •
We now prove a slightly modified form of Theorem 2.1. We fix the value of e as 1/4.
Lemma 3.4. Let d be a positive integer. Then provided d is large enough, there exists an
integer N = N(d) such that the following holds: let T be any tree with n > N vertices
satisfying (i) the maximum degree is at most KQ log n, where KQ>0 is a constant, (ii) the
total degree of the vertices of degree greater than d is at most n/2d, (Hi) T has at least
n/4 leaves. Then
h(T) = Q(m).
Proof. The proof is a slight modification of that of Theorem 2.1 with e = 1/4. First
note that from the remark following Theorem 2.1, we can take n = l/4kP(d), where k is
a constant and P a fixed polynomial with positive coefficients. Clearly we can choose D
such that for any d > D, 2~d < l/2(4k)P{d) = tj/2. We show that the result holds for any
such d.
We will place all vertices of degree greater than d into the set S. This will increase the
size of S from at most nn + c(n)PC to at most 3nn/2 + c(n)PC, but this is still less than
2nn, provided n is large enough. As before, we take <j> = \S\ /n and ip = 2<pd. Now the
total degree of the vertices in S is at most (j>dn + n/2d < n((f>d + rj/2) < ipn, as before.
The rest of the proof goes through unchanged, except that in Stage 2 of the colouring
process, the maximum degree of the forest induced by the vertices of S U N(S) may be
greater than d. However, it is at most Ko log n, hence the number of colours added here
is at most 2tpl/2n1/2 +K0\ogn. Correspondingly, in Stage 3, part (c), we have to exclude
2d\pl/2nx/2 + dKo\ogn colours. However, for large n these increases are small compared
to the total number of colours added, and for n large enough we still have that the total
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number of colours added by the three stages is at most \4d2\pll2n1!2 < an1/2 < aC. The
rest of the proof is unchanged. •
We can now state and prove the main theorem.
Theorem 3.1. For almost all trees T, the harmonious chromatic number h(T) of T is Q{m)
where m is the number of edges of T.
Proof. Let 6 be any positive number. We will show that provided n is sufficiently large,
the proportion of trees T on n vertices for which h(T) = Q(m) is at least 1 — e. Choose
d > D, where D is the integer defined in Lemma 3.4, such that Hd2dpd/(l — p)2 < e/2.
Now, by Lemma 3.3, the expected total degree of the vertices of degree greater than d
in a tree on n vertices is at most (lAdpd/(\ — p)2)n, hence by the Markov inequality, the
proportion of trees on n vertices for which this total degree is more than n/2d is at most
E/2. Also, by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, the proportion of trees on n vertices that have
fewer than n/4 leaves or maximum degree greater than KQ log n is at most e/2 if n is large
enough. But by Lemma 3.4, all the remaining trees, that is a proportion at least 1 — e of
the trees on n vertices, satisfy h(T) = Q(m) provided n is large enough. D
4. Line-distinguishing colourings
A line-distinguishing colouring of a graph is like a harmonious colouring except that it
need not be proper. Thus, for each colour there is at most one edge with both ends with
that colour. The line-distinguishing chromatic number ld(G) is the least number of colours
in such a colouring.
It is easy to see that if a graph is coloured with k colours, it cannot have more than
(*) + k = (*+•) edges. It follows that for any graph G, ld(G) > Q(m) - 1.
Each of the results proved above has an analogue for line-distinguishing colourings,
with an almost identical proof. Thus we have the following analogues of Theorem 2.1 and
Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 4.1. Let d be a positive integer and let e > 0. Then there exists an integer
N = N(d,e) such that if T is any tree with n> N vertices (and m = n— 1 edges), maximum
degree at most d and at least en leaves, then T satisfies
ld(T) = Q(m)-l.
Theorem 4.2. For almost all trees T, the line-distinguishing chromatic number ld(T) of T
is Q{m) — 1, where m is the number of edges of T.
Frank, Harary and Plantholt [3] conjectured the weaker result that for almost all trees,
ld(T) = Q(m)-1 or Q(m).
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5. Concluding remarks
We have seen that for bounded degree trees with at least some fixed proportion of vertices
being leaves, we have that h(T) = Q{m) if T is large enough, and that almost all trees
satisfy h(T) = Q(m).
It is natural to consider also bounded degree trees with at most some fixed proportion of
vertices being leaves. Note that this case is more complicated, because there are arbitrarily
long paths that require Q(m) + 1 colours for a harmonious colouring. We will consider
this case in a later paper.
We might also consider whether, for other classes of graphs, we can show that for
almost all members of the class, h(G) = Q(m). Note that this is not true for graphs in
general, as almost all graphs have diameter 2 and so h(G) = \V(G)\. In view of the result
in [1] that planar graphs satisfy h(G) = Q{m){l + o(l)), a more appropriate class for study
might be planar graphs with minimum degree at least 3.
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